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ABSTRACT

Structure-borne sound protection is one of the vital as-
pects when it comes to the topic of vehicle acoustics.
Mass-spring systems are actively used to absorb vibroa-
coustic energy and thus to reduce the overall noise level
inside a car cabin. A precise material parameter definition
of the foam part of a mass-spring system is imperative
for accurate numerical simulation results. However, tradi-
tional material characterization approaches often rely on
measurement data acquired for setups that modify porous
layer material properties, for instance, due to pre-stressing
conditions or the influence of interface effects between
the absorber and excitation structure. This paper presents
a new approach to obtain realistic absorber material pa-
rameters by the means of inverse problem optimization
techniques in the framework of Finite Element Modelling
(FEM).

Keywords: Porous absorber, mass-spring systems, nu-
merical simulation, acoustics.

1. INTRODUCTION

In the last decades the topic of the vehicle acoustic com-
fort has come to the forefront as one of the major fac-
tors influencing customer automobile preferences [1]. Car
body vibrations together with the accompanying noise do
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not only reduce acoustic comfort, but also cause driver fa-
tigue. As a result, driving safety reduces, which increases
the importance of the topic of noise and vibration damp-
ing techniques [2]. Commonly trim interior materials are
used for sound-absorbing purposes inside vehicles [3]. In
particular mass-spring systems consisting of poroelastic
foams casted together with an elastic heavy layer on top
increase sound transmission losses [4].
For the description of sound propagation within coupled
materials made of solid matrix and fluid the Biot poro-
elasticity theory [5–7] is typically used. Having accounted
for the inertial interaction between the frame and the fluid
of the foam, Biot introduced a profound model expressing
acoustic wave propagation as of two compressional and
one shear waves [8]. The mixed displacement-pressure
(us, p) formulation (three displacements of the solid phase
and the interstitial pressure of the fluid phase) of the Biot
theory [9, 10] is often preferred, as it is considered more
computationally efficient than the alternative (u,U) dis-
placement formulation with three solid and three pore-
fluid displacements respectively [11]. Besides, in the
weak integral form the coupling between two phases oc-
curs naturally, thus, making the (us, p) Biot formulation
even more efficacious. The discretized form of the weak
integral Biot equations [8] was implemented in this paper
for numerical studies:

[
[Z] −[C̃]

−[C̃]⊺ [A]

]{
us

p

}
=

{
Fs

Ff

}
, (1)

where us and p are solid and fluid phase nodal values.
[Z] = −ω2[M̃] + [K̃] is the mechanical impedance ma-
trix of the skeleton with equivalent mass ˜[M] and stiffness
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˜[K] matrices. [A] = ˜[H]/ω2 − ˜[Q] is the acoustic admit-
tance matrix of the interstitial fluid with ˜[H] and ˜[Q]
being equivalent kinetic and compression energy matrices
of the fluid phase. ˜[C] = ˜[C1] + ˜[C2] is the volume cou-
pling matrix between the skeleton and fluid variables. Fs

is the surface load vector for the skeleton and Ff is the
surface kinematic coupling vector for the fluid.
A number of porous absorber parameters are hidden in-
side the matrices above. Thus, Young’s modulus of the
skeleton together with the loss factor and Poisson’s ratio
are necessary to establish the stiffness matrix:∫

Ω

σ̂σσs : δesdΩ = ⟨δus⟩ ˜[K]{us}, (2)

where σ̂σσs and es are the stress and respectively strain
tensors of the skeleton.
Other Biot parameters, such as resistivity, dynamic tortu-
osity, porosity, viscous and thermal lengths together with
foam frame density are vital for the establishment of the
equivalent mass, volume coupling and equivalent kinetic
and compression matrices.
In order to precisely determine the acoustic pressure level
inside a car cabin cavity the correct definition of the above
listed porous absorber properties is imperative. Most in-
fluential w.r.t the acoustic wave transfer function acqui-
sition is the Young’s modulus of the skeleton [12], ac-
cording to the results of the conducted Morris sensitivity
study [13, 14], as in Fig. 1.

Figure 1. Morris analysis results w.r.t. Biot material
parameters from [12].

Morris sensitivity methodology is an effective screening
technique to identify most significant system parameters.
It allows to calculate the so-called Elementary Effects of
parameters to quantify the influence of each separate pa-

rameter on the target function with the help of finite dif-
ferencing. Elementary Effects are depicted on the x-axis.
The y-axis presents the standard deviation values as a
measure of parameter interactions [14]. It can be seen in
the Fig. 1 that the Young’s modulus has indeed the high-
est Elementary Effect value and conveniently the lowest
interaction with the rest of the group, making it an influ-
ential parameter.
Generally, the values of elastic parameters can be es-
timated by conducting dynamic experiments on spring-
mass systems [15]. In laboratory conditions such systems
get either excited with a shaker or with a loudspeaker and
frequency response functions are measured by dividing
the input signal on the bottom porous liner surface by the
output signal on the upper surface of the liner [16, 17].
However, as simple as the concept of the measurement
setup might seem, it poses a number of difficulties for
precise parameter definitions. Among them are excita-
tion plate-trim boundary condition influences, foam pre-
stressing sensitivity and poor measurement reproducibil-
ity [18].
The current paper focuses on the development of a ma-
terial parameter characterisation algorithm that circum-
vents the mentioned difficulties. In the following sec-
tions, first a set of experiments has been conducted to de-
velop a reliable process to acquire measurement data for
further material characterisation algorithms. In particu-
lar, the results of measurement campaigns to investigate
the issues of measurement stability together with the ef-
fect of foam pre-stressing are presented. Afterwards the
inverse optimization methodology to characterise porous
absorber materials is discussed together with remarks on
the structure-trim interface boundary conditions. Finally,
the aspects of the uniqueness of the defined material pa-
rameter set are investigated and conclusions are drawn to-
gether with the outlook for further studies.

2. EXPERIMENTAL STUDIES

2.1 On stability of measurements

In the current work two types of PUR-foam samples with
different viscous properties have been studied. Each liner
was presented in several configurations: of 50x50x10 mm,
50x50x20 mm, 100x100x10 mm and 100x100x20 mm
sizes respectively. The excitation was applied vertically
by a shaker with a mounted excitation plate on top, as in
Fig. 2.
Foam samples, glued to the excitation plate with a spray
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Figure 2. Measurement setup for transfer function
evaluation.

glue, acted as a spring system and steel plates glued on top
of them acted as a mass. The input signal was measured
with an accelerometer attached to the excitation plate and
the output signal was measured by a laser head, as in
Fig. 2.
First of all, studies to investigate measurement stability
were conducted. In reality, porous liners are applied in
vehicles with a lighter elastic layer on top, which corre-
sponds to a loading of 3-6 kg/m2. As long as porous lin-
ers tend to involve inhomogeneities, certain pre-stressing
is recommended to maintain measurement stability [18].
However, depending on stiffness characteristics of foams,
samples can express high sensitivity to pre-loading and
as a result, material parameter calculations can lead to
overestimated stiffness values. To find an optimal loading
value a series of measurements has been performed. Four
corner points on the upper surface of the elastic layers
were measured under pink noise excitation to determine
deviation between the transfer function results for differ-
ent locations. A measurement was considered stable, if
four corresponding transfer functions brought coinciding
curves.
A characteristic result of the measurements of 50x50x20
mm foam samples with a 1.6 mm thick magnesium plate
on top is presented in Fig. 3. Such a plate creates a realis-
tic pre-loading condition with 2.78 kg/m2. It can be ob-
served that the transfer function curves significantly devi-
ate from each other, as the mass exhibited on the foam was
not sufficient to stabilize the system. With a steel plate
of 1.25 mm thickness, which corresponds to 9.8 kg/m2

load, the results already show a better agreement between
curves, but the amplitude values are still non-conforming,
see Fig. 4.

Same measurements have been conducted for several
samples of the same size. Steel plates of 1.25 mm, 1.5

Figure 3. Laser measurement for 4 corner points on
the magnesium 1.6 mm plate surface.

Figure 4. Laser measurement for 4 corner points on
the steel 1.25 mm plate surface.

mm, 1.8 mm, 2.0 mm, 2.65 mm, 3 mm and 4 mm and a
magnesium plate of 1.6 mm have been glued on the top of
the foam samples to investigate the pre-stressing influence
on the measurement stability. First with the pre-loading
condition of 20 kg/m2 (2.65 mm thick steel plate) was an
acceptable agreement achieved, see Fig. 5.
Similar results were obtained for the foam samples of 10
mm thickness with rare exceptions, where the steel plate
thickness had to be increased up to 3-4 mm to eliminate
the surface inhomogeneities. Mostly the four curves can
be divided into two groups with similar damping values.
This could happen because of the presence of bigger pores
inside the samples on a specific side.
All in all, the higher the pre-loading, the more even is the
signal distribution on the upper plate surface. However, in
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Figure 5. Laser measurement for 4 corner points on
the steel 2.65 mm plate surface.

real life applications considerably lighter masses are used
for conventional absorber elastic layers. Thus, massive
plates can compress foam samples significantly and lead
to exaggeratedly high foam stiffness value estimations. In
this respect the pre-loading of 20-24 kg/m2 was found to
be optimal for further measurement campaigns (comprises
0.5% of the initial compression).

2.2 On measurement reproducibility

Porous absorbers are notoriously known for demonstrat-
ing poor measurement reproducibility [19, 20], which can
compromise the validity of any related studies. In the cur-
rent work samples of two PUR-foam types were investi-
gated: absorbers with higher and lower viscosity. Gen-
erally, samples of lower viscosity performed considerably
better in terms of measurement consistency and allowed
for good reproducibility of test results. Five different sam-
ples of same size (50x50x10 mm) were cut from each type
of liner. Mean transfer function values for each frequency
in the range 0-400 Hz were calculated together with stan-
dard deviations of curve points from the mean value. A
representative error bar plot for this type of samples can
be observed in Fig. 6. Below around 20 Hz the results are
noisy due to the measurement equipment precision. At
50 Hz a disturbance was detected as a result of the back-
ground radiation influence. The deviations from the mean
value were acceptably low and the samples were further
investigated for material characterisation purposes.
On the contrary, samples with high material viscosity val-
ues posed difficulties in terms of reproducibility and failed
to provide satisfactory results, see Fig. 7. Highly viscous

Figure 6. Error bar plot for samples of lower viscos-
ity.

foams were not further used for characterisation studies.

Figure 7. Error bar plot for samples of higher vis-
cosity.

3. INVERSE OPTIMIZATION STUDIES

3.1 Genetic algorithms for Biot parameter definitions

Genetic algorithms (GAs) are optimization techniques in-
spired by the principles of natural evolution [21]. Demon-
strating good performance even on complex optimization
target functions, GAs can be applied for different appli-
cations in acoustics [21–23]. Several attempts have been
made to characterise acoustic parameters of porous ab-
sorbers with the help of GAs [23, 24].
In the current paper inverse optimization techniques were
applied to characterise not only acoustic Biot parameters,
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but also structural parameters of the skeleton: Young’s
modulus, Poisson’s ratio and loss factor. For the numeric
calculations a custom program based on the Deal II library
for finite element method (FEM) calculations was used.
The program verification results showed perfect agree-
ment with available reference solutions from [9]. The
target function of the optimization was set to the root-
mean-square (RMS) value of the sum of the differences
between the measured and numerically calculated trans-
fer function values for each frequency in the range of 50-
400 Hz. Linear Lagrange polynoms were used as shape
functions for the FEM calculations. For the measurements
samples were glued on top of the shaker excitation plates.
The numerical model was built as a coupled trim-elastic
two-layered structure with a 1m/s excitation on the trim
lower side. The optimization was performed using the ge-
netic algorithms from the Standard Global Optimization
Toolbox of Matlab. As thermal and viscous lengths were
shown to have the smallest influence on the transfer func-
tions in the explored frequency range (see Fig. 1), the val-
ues of these parameters were not subjected to optimiza-
tion. 5 candidate solutions per variable were assigned,
leading to the overall population size of 35. The maxi-
mum number of generations was set to 30.
As an example the results for the 50x50x10 mm samples
are demonstrated in the current work. The corresponding
convergence plot with mean and best values per genera-
tion can be observed in Fig. 8. Already after 5 generations
the optimal parameter set was found. The resulting Biot
values from the optimization can be seen in Tab. 1.

Figure 8. Convergence plot for the Biot parameter
optimization.

As mentioned above, most influential parameters
w.r.t. the transfer function values are the structural param-

Table 1. Biot parameter results after genetic opti-
mization.

Parameter Optimized value Unit
Air flow resistivity 37174 N · s/m4

Tortuosity 1.7504 −
Porosity 0.98 −
Frame density 66.08 kg/m3

Young’s modulus 88359 Pa
Poisson’s ratio 0.2098 −
Loss factor 0.206 −

eters of the skeleton. Unfortunately, comparing the op-
timization values of these parameters with measurement
results directly is not possible, as long as measurement
data only provides apparent parameter values instead of
intrinsic ones [18]. One of the reasons is the effect of the
boundary conditions of the sample on it’s behavior. In par-
ticular, glued samples tend to perform considerably stiffer
than in a freely laying state, see Fig. 9.

Figure 9. Influence of the boundary condition on the
measurement results.

In the following subsection a structural parameter correc-
tion algorithm is presented to obtain realistic structural pa-
rameter values.

3.2 On the uniqueness of the solution

Generally, relying on one measurement result to obtain
structural Biot parameter values in not sufficient, as long
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as there could be several parameter configurations satisfy-
ing the same measurement. An incorrect set would fail to
perform on a different liner configuration, eventually re-
sulting in unusable material data.
There exist several updating techniques to correct struc-
tural parameter values. Among them are iterative meth-
ods with the help of FEM [25] and polynomial relations
obtained for samples with different shape factors [26].
In the current research samples of sizes 100x100x10 mm
and 100x100x20 mm were cut alongside with 50x50x10
mm and 50x50x20 mm samples. Further measurements
on larger samples were conducted to receive transfer func-
tion values to introduce a second reference measurement
for parameter update. For different Poisson’s ratios be-
tween 0.1 and 0.48 corresponding Young’s modulus and
loss factor values were estimated with the help of quick
two-parameter GA optimization studies. An exemplary
result for the 50x50x20 mm sample can be seen in Tab. 2.

Table 2. Structural parameter sets for various Pois-
son’s ratios.

Poisson’s value Young’s modulus Loss factor
- Pa -
0.48 32500 0.195
0.45 42500 0.195
0.4 52000 0.19
0.337 63372 0.186
0.3 64000 0.19
0.2 71000 0.19
0.1 73236 0.19

The same parameter set was calculated for the larger sam-
ples of 100x100x20 mm, see Tab. 3. It can be observed
that for higher Poisson’s ratios the corresponding loss fac-
tor values for different sample configurations tended to-
wards 0.195 with insignificant deviations starting from
0.43 for Poisson’s ratio. The results for both samples were
plotted against Poisson’s ratio and Young’s modulus val-
ues, as in Fig. 10.
It can be observed that the two curves for two correspond-
ing samples crossed at (0.465;37000 Pa). These values
are the corrected Poisson’s ratio and the Young’s modulus
value for the 20 mm thick porous liner. Similar graphs
were obtained for the material samples of 10 mm thick-

Table 3. Structural parameter sets for various Pois-
son’s ratios.

Poisson’s value Young’s modulus Loss factor
- Pa -
0.48 30000 0.195
0.45 44000 0.185
0.4 61000 0.175
0.337 76000 0.16
0.3 84000 0.158
0.2 96000 0.155
0.1 103000 0.147

Figure 10. Structural parameter sets for samples of
different shape factors.

ness, as in Fig. 11. The crossing point was (0.429; 43000
Pa). It should be mentioned that higher Poisson’s ratio val-
ues are more common for such porous materials, making
the updated parameter set more plausible in comparison
to the initial inverse optimization characterisation set.

4. CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK

In the current paper an inverse Biot parameter character-
isation approach was presented. The uniqueness of the
solution was investigated and a structural parameter value
correction algorithm was adapted. According to the con-
ducted Morris sensitivity analysis results, acoustic param-
eters have a significantly lower influence on the transfer
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Figure 11. Structural parameter sets for samples of
different shape factors.

function values in the targeted frequency range of 50-400
Hz (i.e. on the resonance frequency and the peak value).
For this reason the focus was on structural Biot param-
eters, such as Young’s modulus, Poisson’s ratio and loss
factor.

Moreover, the issues of measurement stability w.r.t
the foam pre-stressing as well as of measurement repro-
ducubility were studied. It was concluded that porous ab-
sorbers of lower viscosity demonstrated a smaller standard
deviation from the mean measured transfer function val-
ues and thus delivered more reliable results.
Further investigations should be conducted to develop
a strategy to measure liners with realistic heavy layer
masses on top to exclude the restrictions imposed by heav-
ier and stiffer plates on top of samples.
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